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Leveraging mental 
models in product 
design





Self-taught designer 
Work at Notion; fini Palantir, Acorns 
From Japan, Korea, California 
Live in Brooklyn, NY



What is a mental model?



Framework to understand the world







Add more rigor to your 
design process



Think more critically 
Add structure to process 
Build confidence in your designs



Athlete’s mentality
Mental model #1



Treat your design career with 
the same dedication as an 

athlete treats their sport







Sabukaru





105 three-pointers 
2020, Stephen Curry



Build the foundation to 
support your craft





Small number of high 
quality decisions



Design

Engineering

Marketing & Sales



Chair vs city problems
Mental model #2



Be aware of the shape of 
problem you’re faced with; this 

determines your strategy





🏗 City



Materials 
Cost 

Performance 
Assembly 
Simplicity

🏗 City



Materials 
Cost 

Performance 
Assembly 
Simplicity

🏗 City

Environment 
Character 
Housing 

Energy & Resources 
Infrastructure 

Transportation 
Healthcare 

Social Conditions 
Political Structure



Simple Complex

Context
Problems

Form
Solutions



“Every design problem begins with an effort to 
achieve fitness between two entities — 
the form in question and its context.”



“The form is the solution to the problem, the 
context defines the problem.  

  When we speak of design, the real object of 
discussion is not the form alone, but the ensemble 
comprising the form and its context.”

Christopher Alexander 
Notes on the Synthesis of the Form
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First-order questions

Second-order questions



First-order questions

Second-order questions



Determines the “shape” 
Objective and conceptual model 
Why? How? Should we?



First-order questions

Second-order questions



Determines the details 
Visual design and interaction 
Edge cases





First-order questions 
Why do we want AI? Should we do AI? 
What problem does it solve? New use cases? 
What is the conceptual model? How does it work?

Second-order questions 
What are the specific interactions and visual design? 
Are there any edge cases? 
How can we make it delightful? 
How do we monetize?



First-order questions 
Why do we want AI? Should we do AI? 
What problem does it solve or use case does it unlock? 
What is the conceptual model? How does it work?

Second-order questions 
What are the specific interactions and visual design? 
Are there any edge cases? 
How can we make it delightful? 
How do we monetize?



Inputs and intuition
Mental model #3



Use inputs to build confidence 
in your design; shape of 

problem determines inputs



“I notice increasing reluctance to use judgment; 
executives rely too much on research, and they 
use it as a drunkard uses a lamp post for support, 
rather than for illumination.”

David Ogilvy 
1983, Ogilvy on Advertising





“If I had asked people what they wanted, they 
would have said faster horses.”

Henry Ford







Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is the solution tied to revenue?



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is the solution tied to revenue?

intuition



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is the solution tied to revenue?

SPEED



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is the solution tied to revenue?

experimentation



Case 1: Comments



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is it tied to growth / revenue?

Case 1: Comments

YES
YES

SOMEWHAT



Case 1: Comments



Case 2: Permissions



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is it tied to growth / revenue?

Case 2: Permissions

sometimes

NO
NO



Case 2: Permissions



Have you experienced the problem? 
Is the solution reversible? 
Is it tied to growth / revenue?

Case 3: Onboarding

NO
YES

YES



Case 3: Onboarding



Case 3: Onboarding



Comments Permissions Onboarding



You are what you ship
Mental model #4



The final output is what counts 
(not the Figma file)



What do we ship as 
product designers?













We’re responsible for the end 
shipped outcome



“Architecture cannot exist without 
relationships between people. I 
see myself more like a composer 
of an exciting, dynamic orchestra 
rather than a lone artist in a 
studio.”

Tadao Ando 
2012, Conversations with Students



Clean slate to progress
Mental model #5



Step away to make progress; 
seek awesome architecture for 

inspiration



Step away to make progress; 
seek awesome architecture for 

inspiration



late 16th century 
(in the sense ‘filled with awe’)



Bruder Klaus Chapel 
Germany, Peter Zumthor



Samuel Ludwig





Hyogo Prefectural Museum 
Japan, Tadao Ando







Teshima Art Museum 
Japan, SANAA



Iwan Baan



Fondation Louis Vuitton 
France, Frank Gehry















Athlete’s mentality
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Chair vs city problems
Mental model #2



Inputs and intuition
Mental model #3



You are what you ship
Mental model #4



Clean slate to progress
Mental model #5
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Thank you


